
  

 

 

WHO WE ARE 

• At Unite Trades & Technologies, our products are carefully selected to 
achieve maximum user satisfaction. UTNT is in the field of material 
export and technical instruments.  

• Team at UTNT has more than 20 years of comprehensive experience in 
the field of scientific & IOT instruments and in exporting the material 
worldwide.  

• To become the first choice of customer and with our own passion 
about up-keeping of the instrument, we offer technical service and 
would be pleased to be your long terms partner in maintaining your 
instrumentation. 
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CONTACT US 

203 I 1100/1 I Dayanand Colony I Gurugram  

I HARYANA 122001 I INDIA 

Phone: +91-8827383767, 7987327932 

Email: utnt@utnt.in 

Web: www.utnt.in 

Unite Trades & Technologies  
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OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICES 

   

Remote Monitoring - Power 

 

Whether it is required for a building performance 

and power use efficiency monitoring or it is a 

manufacturing plants where machines are required 

to be monitored accurately and correctly, we have 

solutions for all your power monitoring needs that 

to with a remote monitoring. 

Remote Monitoring - Environmental 

 

Environmental monitoring with remote access 

includes business houses, restaurants, schools, 

museums, offices, HVAC and any other application 

which needs continuous monitoring of the facility 
for protecting the storage, improving the work 

environment and many indoor and outdoor 
environmental monitoring needs. 

Remote Monitoring - Motion 

 

Right starting from monitoring distances without 

contact to obstacle, acceleration, magnet, asset and 

other movement related detection makes it easy to 

monitor to keep an eye on all your facilities and 

alerts you at the right time to protect them from 

damages and that too in wireless mode. 
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CHOOSE IT YOUR OWN 

Industry-leading range—Up to 1,200+ ft. (through 12+ walls)!  

industry-leading range offers installation flexibility that other firms can’t match.  

Superior battery life—12+ years of worry-free operation from 2 AA batteries.  

Bank-grade security—exclusive encryption protocols safeguard your data with 

bank-grade security.  

More choices—offers 80+ sensor types.  

The industry’s broadest line of wireless sensors will cover your remote monitoring 

needs with power, environmental & motion sensors.  

Configure It in Less Than 15 Minutes 

Our wireless sensors and gateway are quick and easy to setup and does not required 

an expert knowledge of the system. 

Wireless gateway detects the sensors in the range automatically and makes the data 

available on your fingertips. Software and mobile phone apps provide quick setup 

to create the alert/alarms.  

  

OVERVIEW OF APPLICATIONS 

 
Manufacturing 
When you are a big manufacturing company, there are countless areas where 

wireless sensing solutions can increase Safety, efficiencies and Productivity. 

Using our solution, you can ensure increased productivity, reduced repairing 

cost & downtime and can ensure whether the machines are running properly. 

 
Facility Monitoring 
As a facility owner or manager, you end up wearing so many hats. With limited 

hours in the day, how do you fit it all in? Our award-winning wireless sensors 

will let you know if there is motion after hours, a water leak, changes in 

temperature or humidity, or other unusual events. 

 HVAC, Food Service, Commercial Refrigeration and more 
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GETTING STARTED 

Our Proposal 

Engineers, tech mavens, facility managers, and manufacturing execs—

those who know their fields better than anybody—have honored us with 

best-of-breed across the spectrum because they make business better.  

 

And we can do the same for you— no matter what you do or where it’s 

done. 

Focus on What You Do Best 

• We would be happy to help you to focus on what you really do and let 

the monitoring be done remotely and wirelessly. 

 

• With our compact turnkey solutions, we solve the problems you may 

have been surrounded by and are bothered from. 

 

• Quick alerts and alarms lead to the fast and factual decision making and 

saves a ton. Our products are proven and gets the ROI within a month of 

the use by saving a lot of time, energy, material and preventing from 

damages and accidents. 

 

 

 

  

MISSION 

With a vision to serve the planet through helping the science with our own 

passion, we are committed to shape the technical ideas into the technology 

that performs in the field for the science and helps in measurements along 

with being the first choice stop for the users. 
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